The f luorescence decay functions of individual, specifically labeled tRNA Phe molecules exhibit nonexponential character as a result of conformational dynamics occurring during the measurement on a single molecule. tRNA Phe conformational states that interchange much more slowly are evidenced by the distribution of lifetimes observed for many individual molecules. A structural model for the nonexponential decay indicates that the tRNA Phe -probe adduct f luctuates between two states, one of which provides conditions that quench the probe f luorescence.
Recent exciting developments that couple microscopy with various forms of optical spectroscopy (1-9) have made possible heretofore unprecedented visualization of processes involving single biological molecules or assemblies (10 -19) . Time-resolved detection has also been incorporated into these approaches (2-7), thereby enabling studies of the dynamics of molecular processes at the single assembly level. Fluorescence lifetimes and spectra obtained from the repeated excitation of a single molecule have been reported and characterized for a number of f luorescent dyes and for a few molecules of biological importance (2-7, 13, 14) . Such single molecule studies can yield knowledge that is either not evident, or not obtainable from investigations of macroscopic systems (20) .
One area where single molecule experiments can be particularly valuable to biology is in the determination of the microscopic origins of heterogeneity associated with observables. In kinetic measurements performed on ensembles of molecules, heterogeneity often shows up as nonexponential behavior. However, it is usually not known how the variations in the properties are distributed over the ensemble. Nevertheless, specific statistical distributions of properties can be constructed if the experiments are carried out on a molecule by molecule basis. For example, the variations that were observed recently in the fluorescence lifetimes of single DNAprobe complexes sampled from an ensemble, yielded information on the conformational transitions occurring in the equilibrium distribution (21, 22) , where different conformations of the complex were found to have different fluorescence lifetimes (22) . In this paper, we report the first examples of nonexponential kinetics directly observed under physiological conditions in a number of single, tRNA
Phe molecules specifically labeled with tetramethylrhodamine (TMR), where we observe directly how the movements of parts of the tRNA Phe structure vary from molecule to molecule. The experiments are carried out with a scanning optical confocal microscope coupled to a single photon counting detector with picosecond time resolution. Phe -TMR adducts were reactivated at 37°C for 10 min prior to the experiments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The
Fluorescence Measurements. The time-correlated single photon counting instrument, based on a picosecond dye laser system, and the associated data fitting procedures were described (25) . The sample was mounted on a home-built inverted confocal microscope. The sample fluorescence is confocally imaged to a silicon avalanche photodiode. For fluorescence imaging, the sample is raster scanned with a piezoelectric tube. In the single photon counting method of determining fluorescent transients, the statistical distribution of time delays between excitation of the molecule by a picosecond pulse and the subsequent emission of the fluorescent photon is obtained directly. The detector was protected from the excitation beam (547 nm) by means of filters. The microscope uses a CF Flur 40ϫ oil immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.3. Index matching fluid from Cargille is employed in the objective. The detector (EG & G, SPCM-200 CD2027) has a 170 m active area. The piezoelectric tube is controlled by Digital Instrument Nanoscope E. A dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT; 580 DRLP), which passes the fluorescence but reflects the excitation light, and two OG570 or OG590 (Schott Glass, Duryea, PA) long pass filters to further block the excitation beam were used in the fluorescence detection scheme.
Computer Modeling. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Single Molecule Studies. To detect and study single tRNA Phe -TMR adducts, molecules from 1 nM solutions were immobilized by deposition onto amino-propyl-silanized glass (13, 14) and washed by buffer. Fig. 1 shows fluorescence images of single tRNA Phe -TMR adducts under physiological conditions, monitored by the far-field scanning optical microscope. Time resolved experiments were carried out after zooming to individual spots. Under irradiation with 0.5 W radiation and 9.5 MHz laser repetition rate, single molecules would last from a few seconds up to approximately 1 min before an irreversible photobleaching occurred. The photobleaching properties were used to decide whether single molecules were being detected from each of the observed fluorescence images. The probability of two molecules under the same conditions being photobleached at the same instant is negligible. The emission from a single molecule should be photobleached in one step, so that the sudden and almost complete disappearance of TMR fluorescence, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , indicates that a single emitting molecule was present prior to photobleaching. In practice, the fluorescence signal does not completely disappear after photobleaching because there is a small background of known magnitude. Fig. 2 exhibits a typical background signal. The background signal was lowered by using fluorescence-free index matching oil in the confocal objective. In addition, the sample glass plate was treated with HF. When two adducts were present in the laser focus spot the signals showed two bleaching steps. These data were discarded. For samples without complete removal of nonspecifically bound TMR, we also observed that a small fraction of single complexes showed a double-step photobleaching, indicating that a 1:2 tRNA Phe -TMR adduct may also be present in small amounts in such preparations. For about 65% of the f luorescence decays of single tRNA Phe -TMR adducts that were examined, the best fit was obtained with two decay components and typical 2 values between 1.0 and 1.2. The use of double exponential decay kinetics decreases the 2 by a factor of more than two. We also used the autocorrelation function of the fitting residue to test the fits to double exponential decays. For a good fit, the autocorrelation function of the fitting residue is flat and evenly distributed around zero. This residue autocorrelation function is a more sensitive indicator than 2 when the total number of counts is low (27) . The fitting procedure did not exclude three or more exponential decays but we chose the minimum number with satisfactory 2 for this discussion. The two fluorescence lifetimes were evident for 50 of the 77 single TMR molecules that were examined: the most probable values for the lifetimes of the individual tRNA Phe -TMR adducts were 2.80 Ϯ 0.10 ns and 0.55 Ϯ 0.10 ns (Figs. 3 and 4) . The short component is readily resolved by our instrument (instrument function of 200 ps). We discovered that the background counts near time zero increased significantly (four times) to Ϸ1,000 counts per second by adding pure water to the cell. However, this does not affect the nonexponential decay constants reported here. The background signal has an instrument limited time response: it is the Raman scattering of water involving a 1,648 cm Ϫ1 vibration (28) . With 547 nm excitation, the Raman peak is expected at 601 nm. Such scattering has ''zero'' lifetime and does not affect our ability to identify the short fluorescence lifetime component whose lifetime of 0.5 ns is much longer than the instrument function. This scattering is reduced to negligible levels by a 10-nm band pass filter (580 nm), which also improves the fit in the first 100 ps time window without altering the nonexponential decay kinetic parameters. A strik- ing feature in the distributions of observed lifetimes (Fig. 4) is the clear separation into two peaks. There are a few instances where the long component had a lifetime greater than 4 ns, which is close to the fluorescence lifetime in the polymer film (see below). The distribution of the rates of fluorescence for the long component is quite symmetric about the mean value. Most of the single tRNA Phe -TMR adducts exhibited almost equal amplitudes for the two component lifetimes (Fig. 4) . The remaining 35% of the molecules studied exhibited single exponential decay. A systematic analysis of sample histories indicated that most of these molecules could be attributed to a preparation that may have been partially denatured. However, with such a small statistical sample, we cannot completely exclude that there is an equilibrium state of tRNA Phe -TMR that does not interchange with those discussed in this paper on the timescale of the experiments.
Fluorescence decays of single TMR molecules in a polymethylmethacrylate film (Fig. 3) were also measured. The polymer provides a rigid environment for TMR. In contrast to the tRNA Phe -TMR adducts, the fluorescence of single molecules in the polymethylmethacrylate film exhibited exclusively single exponential decays: the fluorescence lifetime distribution peaked at 3.7 ns. Similar single exponential decays were observed previously in time-resolved investigations of single fluorescent molecules situated in polymer films (2-7). To the best of our knowledge, a nonexponential decay of fluorescence from a single molecule has not been previously reported.
We also evaluated the correlation coefficients, (␣), associated with certain pairs of observables, and obtained the following results: fluorescence lifetimes and measurement period, ␣ ϭ 0.005; longer component lifetime and rate of light emission, ␣ ϭ Ϫ0.40; longer component lifetime and shorter component lifetime, ␣ ϭ 0.06; long lifetime decay constant and its amplitude, ␣ ϭ 0.27. A value of ␣ close to zero means the variables are uncorrelated.
The Origins of Nonexponential Decay. Nonexponential fluorescence decay kinetics from repeated measurements on a single molecule could be understood if, during the measurement, the molecule were able to undergo transitions between states having different fluorescence lifetimes. In the experiment, molecules would be selected from the equilibrium distribution in one of these states. After selection, during the measurement, the molecule could undergo transitions to other states. If the inverse rate coefficients corresponding to transitions between the states were all small compared with the time interval between excitations leading to a detected photon, then the measurements on a single molecule would effectively probe the equilibrium distribution for one of the molecules. If all possible equilibrium states in the ensemble were visited repeatedly on the timescale of the experiment, the same nonexponential kinetics would be observed for every molecule. If the molecules undergo dynamics that are slow compared with the measured period, then different molecules could exhibit exponential decays with different lifetimes. This explanation assumes that the nonexponentiality is arising from the dynamics in the ground-state equilibrium ensemble. Another limiting possibility is that the transitions between states is occurring only when the dye is electronically excited. If this were the situation, nonexponential kinetics will occur when the inverse rate coefficients are much shorter than the fluorescence lifetimes of any of the states of the tRNA Phe -TMR adduct (Ϸ2.8 ns in one state and 0.5 ns in the other in this case).
We considered whether the distributions of lifetimes might arise from the different modes of binding tRNA Phe to the substrate. If this occurred, then different orientations of the probe would also arise. However, there is no significant correlation between count rate, which is largely determined by the probe transition dipole projection onto the electric field vector (7) and the lifetime. Surface effects on the lifetime may be less important in this case because the dye is imbedded in tRNA Phe . We also eliminated a simple rotation of the dye molecule as the cause of the short lifetime component. Overall, rotations occurring during the measurement should yield both rises and decays of the fluorescence signal. We did not observe any risetimes. Moreover, such overall motion most likely results in a continuous distribution of fluorescence lifetimes instead of two distinct distributions.
Only two states undergoing dynamics are required to fit the data within the signal-to-noise ratio of the experiments so a two-state model will be assumed in what follows. In the ground-state dynamics explanation, the equilibrium distribution contains the two states with comparable populations and the experiment involves the selection from the equilibrium distribution of either state with about equal probability. The dynamics must occur during the data acquisition periods. The lack of correlation between the two lifetimes and the observation period shows that the interstate dynamics is much faster than the total trajectory lengths. The autocorrelation function of the fluctuations in the data did not show any significant decay other than instrument drift over the 1-8-sec timescale. However, the effect of any stochastic fluctuations in the fluorescence spectra would have been partially suppressed by the use of a broad band filter in the detection system. The equilibration process could be occurring even faster than the 5.6 sec average time between photon detection events. If the measurements referred to the excited-state quasi-equilibrium distribution, only a single state would be selected and excited by the pulse. Because the data show exclusively decay and no growth kinetics, any excited-state equilibration would be required to be completed much faster than the instrument response of 200 ps.
The experiment clearly identifies time-separated relaxation processes. The evolution into essentially two states is faster than the measurement. But the lifetime distributions must arise from an even longer timescale process. The relatively small correlation between decay time constant and amplitude of the long lifetime components indicates that there is both a distribution of lifetimes and amplitudes (see Fig. 4 ). The variations from molecule to molecule of both the long and short lifetimes show that in an ensemble measurement the measured lifetimes would represent the most probable values from distributions. These distributions are obtained from single molecule measurements but they are not available from bulk measurements. Since there was no correlation between the lifetime and the length of trajectory, we conclude that the distribution is static on the timescale of the measurements. Thus, the different lifetimes within the long and short lifetime distributions correspond to different conformational states of the tRNA Phe -TMR adduct that are not rapidly interconnecting on the timescale of minutes at ambient temperature. It appears as if the fast jumps between the small numbers of states giving rise to the nonexponential fluorescence decay are occurring in a very slowly evolving distribution of more global conformations.
Relationship to Structure. The two-state equilibrium being established during the measurement involves transitions between two conformations of the tRNA Phe -TMR adduct. These conformations are distinguished by their different fluorescence lifetimes for the probe. The dynamics appears to involve a relative motion of TMR and tRNA Phe , which modifies the environment of the TMR inside tRNA Phe . The dramatic shortening of the lifetime in one of the substates must involve fluorescence quenching, which is much less efficient or essentially absent in the other state. It is well known that the fluorescence of rhodamines is quenched by guanosine (22, 29, 30 ) through a mechanism that involves the formation of a complex. None of the other RNA bases have been found to cause significant quenching of rhodamine fluorescence. Computer modeling of the tRNA Phe -TMR structure suggests that the fluorescence probe is located in the internal pocket of tRNA Phe situated between the D loop, variable loop, and T arm (Fig. 5) . The only one guanosine, G15, is located in the close vicinity (Ϸ2-5 Å) of the TMR. Moreover, in one favorable configuration for TMR, the H-10 atom of G15 and the O-3 atom of TMR are separated only by 1.9 Å and could form a hydrogen bond. The conventional absorption and fluorescence maxima ( max A ϭ 561 nm and max F ϭ 586 nm, respectively) of tRNA Phe -TMR adducts are significantly different from the corresponding maxima of free TMR in solution ( max A ϭ 550 nm and max F ϭ 575 nm), consistent with the TMR molecule being covalently bound to s 4 U and situated in the tRNA Phe interior, such that its spectroscopic characteristics should ref lect the structural-dynamical properties of tRNA Phe . The presence of negatively charged phosphate groups of tRNA Phe nucleotides within Ϸ3 Å of TMR can explain the large red shifts of max A and max F in comparison with the corresponding maxima in buffer solutions. The observed narrow distribution of quenched lifetimes of single molecules (Fig. 4) is consistent with fluorescence quenching, which requires a specific tRNA Phe -TMR structure to be formed. The long-component lifetimes fall close to the range of those of the free, unquenched rhodamine. The simulation also shows that there are a few energetically accessible locations for the probe where such quenching by guanosine would be absent. This model implies that the transition between the two states would require the breaking of a hydrogen bond and a local structural reorganization of the tRNA Phe .
Conclusions. The study of nonexponential fluorescence decays for single molecules permits new features of the dynamics of single biological units to be examined. Not only can lifetimes and statistical weights be measured over a wide range of time scales, but the development of the equilibrium distribution can be examined in certain cases. Evolution on the time scale of milliseconds to minutes, which is often very difficult to examine in bulk samples using fluorescence probes, can be seen in the correlations between the observed nonexponentiality and the location along the single molecule trajectory. In this case, the results show unequivocally that the two fluorescent states seen in the equilibrium distribution arise from only one molecule of tRNA Phe , information that is not available from bulk fluorescence measurements. Furthermore, the photon counting trajectories could be directly compared with molecular dynamic simulations. In general, if competing molecular processes do not take place during the data collection, the single fluorescent molecule must decay according to an exponential law. In our time-resolved experiments, individual TMR molecules survived from a few seconds to one minute before being photochemically destroyed. Taking into account the instrument response function of 200 ps, we see that on a time scale from hundreds of picoseconds to tens of seconds the TMR molecule located in the tRNA Phe pocket is undergoing environmentally induced jumps between conformational states.
Summing up results on the fluorescence lifetime measurements of single tRNA Phe -TMR adducts, we propose the following model. In the tRNA Phe -TMR adducts, TMR is located in the immediate vicinity of G15, which influences the spectroscopic properties of the probe, causing efficient quenching of its fluorescence. The relative spatial dispositions of G15 and TMR change with a characteristic rate that is an intrinsic property of the tRNA structure. Distributions of lifetimes for the fluorescent probe are measured to provide information not available from bulk measurements. This report is a direct observation of multistate structural fluctuations in biology on the single molecule level. This spectroscopic study of single tRNA Phe -TMR adducts provides the basis for future investigations of dynamical properties of single ribosomal complexes, which will allow us to monitor the sequence of molecular events taking place during protein biosynthesis on the picosecond to second time scale.
